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By Hope Bradford

Booksurge Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 312 pages. In 2004, while
hypnotizing her client, Lena Lees, Hope Bradford was witness to her spontaneous channeling of
Eastern Goddess of Compassion, Kuan Yin, thereby clarifying the Kuan Yin Spiritual Law of
Attraction teachings as well as the deitys prophecies for the future of humankind. Kuan Yin states:
Sound comes first in the universe. Focus on whatever positive trait you want to achieve, as you
would focus on a musical note. The following are The Twenty Kuan Yin Spiritual Laws of Attraction
Teachings: 1. You are the physical extension of your Authentic or Always Self--that which is the
essence of your being2. You are god: both the sliver of god and the ball of light. Egos very nature-
capable of a relatively expansive, detailed, and yet individualistic perspective is crucial. Separating
itself out from the God Force, ego extracts infinite unique experiences, integral to humanitys process
of spiritualizing matter. Incarnating on the earth, achieving individualism is therefore critical for
attaining divinity. 3. You are a creator: juggler of the dream and the world of dreams, Kuan Yin
states: Youre at page ten but I understand the entire evolution. In reality, its already over....
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